FAQ's from Lower Aire FRMS Consultation 2012
The answers below cover some of the questions, responses and general themes which we received
from the public consultation in early 2012 on the draft Lower Aire Flood Risk Management
Strategy.

1.

If flood banks are to be abandoned then barrier banks should be built away from the rivers and
nearer to properties to at least give some protection. My guess is these would not be as
expensive to make as they would not have to be as big, perhaps at the boundary of the storage
areas? Will other activities be carried out to reduce flood risk such as raising the height of Boat
Lane and the making of the hardstand for pumping equipment so the water will be pumped
away?

We are only proposing to withdraw maintenance from banks where there is clearly no economic
business case to continue. We will look to construct set back banks nearer properties where this is
cost beneficial but we might not be able to obtain full funding for these banks and significant third
party contributions are likely to be required in order for them to be built. Other permanent
equipment such as pumping stations are not currently proposed as it is anticipated that the water
would naturally exit the flood plain once a breach has (naturally) occurred.

2.

/ am concerned about the withdrawal ofmaintainence at Mickletown Ings and worried if
proposed new defences at Lower Mickletown are not implemented. Will there be increased risk
offloading to my property in Methley?

Building a shorter set back bank at Mickletown prior to withdrawing maintenance from the front
bank would provide a much improved standard of protection than what is currently provided. We
would receive around £0.3 million of government funding for this bank but significant third party
contributions (and/or cost savings), in the order of £1.3 million, would also be needed to enable it to
be built (total estimated scheme cost of £1.6 million).
If contributions can not be obtained (or cost savings identified), we will continue to maintain the
front bank at Mickletown until it begins to deteriorate and fail. At this point we will not be able to
justify major repair works and we will withdraw our maintenance activities.

3.

What is the situation with the St Aidans flood storage reservoir?

Consent has recently been granted to UK Coal who have carried out the work to cut the spillway to
the required design level, making St Aidans now fully operational.

4.

Grade 1 land will be taken out of arable production and we may not be able to grow crops, this
will have an effect on decreasing production.

We have followed the current DEFRA guidance on valuing agricultural land and have considered the
benefits the riverside banks provide to the agricultural land in the washlands. Using this
methodology we can not generally justify maintaining the riverside banks to the washlands,
However, we will support and advise the various landowners affected should they wish to maintain
these banks in the future.

5.

As a drainage board member we are being asked to start and maintain river banks. This would
be fine providing funds are given to support the work?

We have indicated the potential for others, for instance IDBs, to take on maintenance of the banks
where we can not obtain funding to do so. However, the IDBs would similarly be unable to justify
the investment of DEFRA funding from Flood Defence Grant in Aid (FDGiA) and would have to find
alternative funding sources, such as the various beneficiaries.

6.

I believe it is a short term money saving venture that will have to be reversed therefore costing
more.

The Strategy is not a cost savings exercise and we are not deliberately setting out to make spending
cuts on the Lower Aire. We have reached our conclusions by following a systematic process and
DEFRA (Government) guidance to assess the flood risk benefits that the defences provide and
identify where publicly funded investment should be made.
Although we have to follow the guidance that is available to us at the time, the Strategy will be
reviewed on a regular basis and by not actively breaching the banks when we withdraw maintenance
there may be the opportunity to react in the future if DEFRA guidance changes (within the shortmedium term).

7.

/ have many concerns, actively seeking to flood homes/businesses on a cost saving basis is
wrong. I am particularly concerned over the increased risk offloading to Snaith and Gowdall
which will occur without the maintenance of the banks.

The barrier banks are those which directly protect property from flooding and we propose to
continue their maintenance (including, Gowdall and Kellington). However, our withdrawal of
maintenance from the front (riverside) banks may result in some increased flood risk in the future if
others also decide not to maintain these banks. In this case Snaith washland may operate more
often from the overtopping of Pickhill Bank (between Gowdall Ings and Snaith Ings), and Gowdall
barrier bank (Sea Bank) may overtop more frequently. The extent of this cannot be easily quantified
as it depends on the number and location of breaches occurring, which cannot be accurately
predicted e.g. depends deterioration rates of the defences and which lengths have continued
maintenance by others (and the extent of maintenance carried out) etc. Whilst it is cost beneficial to
maintain Sea Bank and necessary to maintain Pickhill bank and Snaith riverside defences for safety

reasons (and compliance with the Reservoirs Act 1975) it is not cost beneficial to improve the
standard of protection to these defences.
We are not actively increasing food risk; these increases in flood risk will occur naturally over time if
others do not take on maintenance and are also due to the effects of climate change with increases
to both river flows and tidal levels.
8.

Our insurance policies are in jeopardy. I feel that is it very remiss of the EA to disregard the
residents, being of a small community.

In the short term, we will not be removing any defences and do not therefore expect any change to
the current level of flood risk or the insurance premiums. However, the existing agreement between
the Association of British Insurers (ABI) on the provision of insurance for flood risk is due to expire in
June next year. The future direction of flood insurance is a matter for the Government and the ABI
to discuss and, whilst we do not have a role in determining insurance cover, we will continue to
improve our flood mapping and flood warning work to provide the best available information to the
public. We also provide insurance companies with detailed information, such as historical flooding
information, to help them to make decisions.
As insurance cover is addressed by ABI, it is not something we specifically address in our Strategy.
The economic assessment, which we use in our decision making process, looks at damages to
property, land and infrastructure, and the benefits that any flood defences provide.

9.

Would a more gradual management pull out not be more appropriate?

We considered a delayed withdrawal which involved carrying out some maintenance on the banks
until they needed more major, costly, works, but this was not cost beneficial. However, our
implementation of the Strategy will effectively be gradual, as the withdrawal of maintenance
protocol will take several years to implement and even after maintenance has been withdrawn, the
banks could take several more years before they start to deteriorate and fail.

10. We understand the need to prioritise but feel that the proposal to prevent the floodwater
flowing up the beck into Hensall should at least be prepared for when funding is available
From the river and tidal modelling for the Strategy, we do not think Hensall is at a significant risk of
flooding as the majority of the village is on higher ground. Nor could the costs of extending Sea bank
be economically justified. However, UK Coal have informed us of the mining activities at Hensall and
we are currently considering what additional defences will be required to ensure there is no
increased flood risk due to mining subsidence.

11. Not a resident but a keen walker along the stretch of the River Aire that lies within the Selby
District which there are six sections that are actually part of a Public Right of Way. EA proposals
will inevitably mean that the river flood banks will deteriorate and the 'washes' will be flooded
more often. Concerned that if these banks are not maintained, the rubbish will not be removed

from the banks, which occurs following flooding and the stiles not maintained. This would make
sections inaccessible to walkers like us.
There are significant lengths of existing embankments which protect few or no properties and are
not cost effective to maintain. Where the costs of maintaining these defences exceed the benefits
they provide in flood protection, it is national policy to withdraw from their maintenance. The
Environment Agency do not have a statutory obligation to maintain the defences, but only do so
under permissive powers and within the limited resources available.
Although we would not maintain these defences, there are opportunities for landowners and others
to maintain them to protect their interests. However, such parties would not be responsible for
ensuring the public access and public safety and it would be up to them to decide what level of
maintenance would be carried out. Public Rights of Way (PRoW) are the responsibility of the lead
Highways authority (North Yorkshire County Council for Selby District) who would need to consider
the implications to maintaining the PRoW access into the future.

